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various techno style 17 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Dance, ELECTRONIC: Techno Details: Hello my

name is Christopher Gabriel Brown, I make art and music under many different pseudonyms. The name

I'm using for this release is Cri-one. It rhymes with free. There are a lot of Chris Browns and I'm one of

many with that name. The suffix "one" is not intended to be universal. But instead it's as though I'm the

only one in my family named Cri. I used to write graffiti under Cri in Atlanta and have found the error of

my ways. (Jail) This cd is part sense of humor and part art. I didn't go all out and instead I tried to be fresh

and under processed. If it sounds harsh or too girly that's cause it's supposed to sound that way. There is

a track inspired by feeling for every moment. The wedding song has a story now. I was sat behind a

wedding party at a restaurant and was upset about it all. I didn't ask to be in their pictures and I'm sorry if I

was ugly. And I'm sorry for sporting my three striped t-shirt. I can't help that. If you are a server or a host

at a restaurant and there is a wedding party, and they have the room to them selves. Why would you sit

someone else that has nothing to do with that party in the same very small room? I know I'm rambling...

but it's not my fault and I tried to be moved and made a big deal out of it, trust me. So if this ever happens

to you... asked to be sat somewhere else immediately!!! Hit me up at my site there is tons of downloads

and various things for enjoyment. atltracksor lcus email me at will at Mrbrown@lcus.com
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